We describe here a framework for a certain class of multiscale likelihood factorizations wherein, in analogy to a wavelet decomposition of an L 2 function, a given likelihood function has an alternative representation as a product of conditional densities reflecting information in both the data and the parameter vector localized in position and scale. The framework is developed as a set of sufficient conditions for the existence of such factorizations, formulated in analogy to those underlying a standard multiresolution analysis for wavelets, and hence can be viewed as a multiresolution analysis for likelihoods. We then consider the use of these factorizations in the task of nonparametric, complexity penalized likelihood estimation. We study the risk properties of certain thresholding and partitioning estimators, and demonstrate their adaptivity and near-optimality, in a minimax sense over a broad range of function spaces, based on squared Hellinger distance as a loss function. In particular, our results provide an illustration of how properties of classical wavelet-based estimators can be obtained in a single, unified framework that includes models for continuous, count and categorical data types.
1. Introduction. Wavelet-based methods have had a decided impact on the field of nonparametric function estimation in the past decade, particularly where concerned with inhomogeneous objects, as might be encountered in applications such as signal and image processing. The near-optimality of their risk properties (in a minimax sense) and their adaptivity to various ranges of unknown degrees of smoothness, combined with simple and efficient algorithms for practical implementation, have all contributed to this This is an electronic reprint of the original article published by the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in The Annals of Statistics, 2004, Vol. 32, No. 2, 500-527 . This reprint differs from the original in pagination and typographic detail. impact. See Donoho, Johnstone, Kerkyacharian and Picard (1995) , for example, and the discussions therein. Much of this work rests upon a framework that assumes a standard Gaussian "signal-plus-noise model," that is, X i = f (i/N ) + Z i , where the Z i are i.i.d. standard normal random variables and the f (i/N ) are equispaced samples of an unknown function f on the unit interval. This model is then combined with an expansion f (t) = (j,k)∈Z 2 ω j,k ψ j,k (t), (1) through which the details in f gained between certain approximations at scales indexed by j and j + 1 (formally, scales 2 −j and 2 −(j+1) ), in the vicinity of locations indexed by k, are captured by the coefficients ω j,k ≡ f, ψ j,k . The ψ j,k (t) ≡ 2 j/2 ψ(2 j t − k) are orthonormal dilations-translations of a wavelet function ψ(t) satisfying the admissibility condition ψ(t) dt = 0, as well as various other conditions on smoothness, symmetry or such as desired.
Little or no work, however, has been done extending the wavelet paradigm to certain other common noise models. We have in mind, in particular, models for count and categorical data, such as Poisson or multinomial. Count data of this sort arises in a variety of contexts, such as high-energy astrophysics or medical imaging, while a good example of such categorical data might be the images found in landcover classification from remote sensing data. The authors of this paper, in addition to various collaborators, have in recent years pursued a program that seeks to extend wavelet-based frameworks in such directions through the use of various multiscale probability models [e.g., Kolaczyk (1999a) , Timmermann and Nowak (1999) , Nowak and Kolaczyk (2000) and Kolaczyk and Huang (2001) ]. At the heart of this program is the concept of a multiscale factorization of a given data likelihood, p(X|θ), in analogy to the orthogonal wavelet decomposition in (1), that is, expressions like
where X j,k contains information in the original data X local to scale j and position k, X j+1,2k contains information within a refined subregion of that and the parameters ω j,k reflect similar information in the original parameter θ. Note that the pursuit of such factorizations differs from attempting to simply work with the likelihood induced by applying a wavelet transform to the original data, as the latter approach tends quickly to lead to model expressions that suffer from difficulty of interpretation and computational intractability outside of the Gaussian case [Kolaczyk (1999b) ].
Our goal in this paper is to show that a systematic approach can be taken to the topic of multiscale probability models, in which for a certain class of such models the relevant characteristics of traditional wavelet-based models and their extensions are paralleled quite closely. In particular, our contribution consists of two related components. First, we show that factorizations like that in (2) arise when conditions for a "multiresolution analysis (MRA)" of likelihoods are satisfied, where the conditions are a blending of concepts from the fields of wavelets, recursive partitioning and graphical models. These conditions are then shown to characterize the Gaussian, Poisson and multinomial models. Hence, such multiscale probability models provide an example of a unified framework for modeling data of continuous, count and categorical types in a fashion sensitive to location-scale variation. Second, we quantify the risk behavior of certain nonparametric, complexity penalized likelihood estimators based on our factorizations. We show that a near-optimality and adaptivity completely analogous to that of wavelet-based estimators holds for these disparate data types, for appropriately defined smoothness classes, using the squared Hellinger distance as a loss function. The technical details behind these results rely on upper bounds on the risk in the spirit of recent work by Birgé and Massart [e.g., Barron, Birgé and Massart (1999) and references therein], but these bounds are derived by adapting a technique of Li (1999) and Li and Barron (2000) . In addition to the above two primary contributions, we also comment briefly on the algorithmic efficiency with which our various estimators may be calculated, an indication of their relevance to practice as well as theory.
The body of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we present our multiresolution analysis for likelihoods. Then in Section 3 we provide necessary details for a certain class of models for continuous, count and categorical data types, and introduce three estimators of the relevant underlying function. Risk properties of these estimators are then stated in Section 4. Proofs of these results are detailed in Section 5, and some final comments and discussion are compiled in Section 6. Finally, a result on the algorithmic complexity of our estimators is proven in the Appendix.
2. A multiresolution analysis for likelihoods. Consider a stochastic process X(t) on the interval [0, 1) that, either by choice or perhaps by the limitations of measuring instruments, is observed only discretely on the intervals I i ≡ [i/N, (i + 1)/N ), i = 0, . . . , N − 1. Furthermore, suppose that corresponding to this process is a function θ(t), t ∈ [0, 1). We will assume that the effect of the discretization is to yield a vector of measurements X ≡ (X 0 , . . . , X N −1 ), associated with a vector of parameters θ ≡ (θ 0 , . . . , θ N −1 ), where each pair (X i , θ i ) corresponds to the interval I i and is obtained by sampling the function θ(·) and then sampling X i , in a manner to be made precise later. We will denote the likelihood of X, given the parameter value θ, by p(X|θ) generically for both discrete and continuous distributions on X [i.e., p(·) is to be understood to be defined with respect to an appropriate measure ν]. At times, when convenient, we may abbreviate this notation as p θ .
Informally speaking, a simple yet standard multiscale analysis of the data X is achieved by defining the dyadic intervals I j,k ≡ [k/2 j , (k + 1)/2 j ), for j = 0, . . . , J − 1, k = 0, . . . , 2 j − 1, and J = log 2 (N ) (i.e., with N assumed to be a power of 2, for convenience), and associating with each a summary statistic X j,k ≡ i/N ∈I j,k X i . That is, we define an analysis separating the information in X into its components at various combinations of scale and position (j, k). This strategy, of course, underlies the analysis of X with respect to an orthonormal basis of dyadic Haar wavelets, specifically, analysis through the discrete inner products of X with func-
j,k , defined on the index set {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, where χ j,k is the characteristic function for the discrete analogue of the interval I j,k , that is, {i : I i ⊆ I j,k }, and N j,k is the cardinality of this set.
This particular notion of multiscale analysis can be generalized by generalizing the underlying notion of partitioning. Specifically, beginning with the unit interval [0, 1), we partition that interval in a recursive fashion, where split points are constrained to the endpoints of the original sampling intervals I i , until a complete recursive partition (C-RP) P * ≡ {I i } N −1 i=0 is achieved. That is, beginning with the trivial partition [0, 1), we split that into two pieces at one of the points {i/N } N −1 i=1 . Then, proceeding in a recursive fashion, given a partition P intermediate to [0, 1) and P * , we refine that partition by splitting one and only one of the intervals I ∈ P at one of the remaining allowable points (i.e., those points in the intersection of {i/N }
and the interior of I). We often will call the interval I in such cases the "parent" interval, and the two corresponding subintervals, say I ch(I),l and I ch(I),r , the left and right interval "children." Partitions P ′ produced further along in the recursive process than a partition P will be said to be refinements of P, which we will denote P ≺ P ′ (refinement that includes potential equivalence will be denoted using " "). Finally, for a given P P * , let I(P) be the collection of all intervals I found in at least one partition P ′ P, and let I NT (P) be all such nonterminal intervals [i.e., all intervals I ∈ I(P) that are not in P itself].
The multiscale analysis of X corresponding to P * is then composed of the statistics X I ≡ i/N ∈I X i , for all intervals I ∈ I(P * ). This analysis can be linked in turn to analysis with respect to an orthonormal basis of so-called unbalanced Haar wavelets [Girardi and Sweldens (1997) ] ch(I),l ) −1/2 is a normalizing constant. Note that the dyadic analysis above is seen to be the special case in which parent intervals are split only into two interval "children" of equal size, that is, N ch(I),l = N ch(I),r = N I /2, yielding the complete recursive dyadic partition (C-RDP) P * Dy and the dyadic Haar wavelets h j,k .
Our goal in this section is to show how the above concepts may be used to produce a probabilistic analogue of an orthonormal wavelet expansion like that in (1). We do so by introducing a formal analogue of the key conceptual framework underlying the latter, that is, multiresolution analysis.
Development of a formal multiresolution analysis.
2.1.1. Function space multiresolution analysis. Fundamental to the concept of wavelets is the notion of a multiresolution analysis (MRA). Briefly, the idea behind this method is to construct a sequence of subspaces V j ⊆ L 2 (R), across scales j, whose members contain successively finer approximations to functions f ∈ L 2 (R). The classical multiresolution analysis [e.g., see Daubechies (1992) ] requires the following three sets of characteristics of these subspaces.
(A) Hierarchy of nested subspaces. The subspaces V j satisfy the condition
(B) Orthonormal basis within V 0 . There exists a function φ such that the collection {φ(· − k)} k∈Z forms an orthonormal basis for V 0 .
(C) Scaling between and translation within subspaces.
Our interest in the above characteristics (gathered into these three labeled categories for our own later convenience of exposition) centers primarily on the fact that they form a set of sufficient conditions for the existence of a (wavelet) function ψ ∈ L 2 (R) for which the collection {ψ j,k } forms an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R), as in (1). In other words, these conditions assure a multiscale decomposition or "decoupling" of any given function f ∈ L 2 (R) into components of L 2 "energy" localized to certain combinations of scale j and position k. The fact that this decoupling is with respect to an orthonormal basis implies that knowledge of these components (i.e., the coefficients and their corresponding wavelets) is equivalent to knowledge of the function f itself-only the representation has changed. 2.1.2. Likelihood multiresolution analysis. In analogy to the three conditions (A)-(C) outlined in Section 2.1.1, we provide four conditions (A * )-(D * ) sufficient to insure a certain multiscale likelihood factorization. The first three conditions will be seen to play roles that parallel those of (A)-(C). However, to obtain a factorization fully analogous to an orthonormal basis decomposition, the fourth condition (D * ) is needed. Our conditions are as follows.
(A * ) Hierarchy of recursive partitions. A hierarchy of recursively defined partitions (B * ) Independence within P * . The components of X are statistically independent, the components of θ are L-independent with respect to the likelihood of X, that is,
and the p.d.f. for each X i is a member of some common parametric family F ≡ {p(·|θ) : θ ∈ Θ ⊆ R}.
(C * ) Reproducibility between partitions. The family F is reproducible in θ, in the sense that, for all I ∈ I(P * ) and
(D * ) "Decoupling" of parameters with partitions (i.e., cuts). For any
where X ≡ X i 1 + X i 2 and θ ≡ θ i 1 + θ i 2 . That is, the sum X is a cut [e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen (1978) ] for (X i 1 , X i 2 ).
Some remarks on these conditions are useful prior to stating our main result on likelihood factorizations. First, note that through (A * ) the notion of multiple resolutions takes the form of recursive partitioning (or, conversely, hierarchical aggregation) of our data space. Second, in condition (B * ), the assumption of a likelihood factorization in the original data space, with respect to the index set {0, . . . , N − 1}, and in components identical up to the parameters θ i , mirrors the spirit and function of the orthonormal basis {φ(· − k)} in V 0 . The condition of L-independence requires that the domain of variation of θ be equal to the product of the domains of the components θ i and that the role of θ in the likelihood p(X|θ) can be separated in one-toone correspondence with the statistically independent likelihood components of the X i [Barndorff-Nielsen (1978) ]. Third, for each interval I ∈ I(P * ), it is desirable to combine the information in {X i 1 , . . . , X i N I } into a single summary statistic, in analogy to orthogonal projection of a function onto subspaces V j . We do so using the simplest approach, direct summation, that is, X I = i/N ∈I X i . Condition (C * ) dictates that the distributional family F is in some sense "invariant" under this summation-a scale-invariance, in a sense. Practically speaking, there are in fact a number of similar definitions available. We use the very simplest definition here, found, for example, in Wilks (1962) , which describes the well-known behavior of such distributions as the Gaussian, Poisson, Cauchy and others.
Our perspective in introducing these conditions is one in which we view an orthonormal basis decomposition essentially as a "decoupling" of information over some meaningful index space. In the case of wavelets, the indexing (j, k) refers to information local in scale and position. For likelihoods, a fully analogous decoupling requires both independence and L-independence in this indexing, such as we assume holds true in the original indexing i through condition (B * ). Conditions (A)-(C) are sufficient to guarantee a multiscale decoupling of a function f in the manner of (1). However, conditions (A * )-(C * ) yield only statistical independence in the multiscale indexing, and not L-independence. Put another way, we have a factorization of p(X|θ) into components that are functions of only local information in X, but possibly global information in θ. Condition (D * ) remedies this situation.
We now state the main result of this section. 
with respect to some reparameterization {θ I 00 , ω} of θ, for I 00 ≡ [0, 1) and
Proof of the theorem follows immediately, in light of the conditions and the above discussion. Alternatively, this result may be viewed as a consequence of the fact that conditions (A * ) and (B * ) imply a so-called directed, local Markov property for the graphical model given by {X I } I∈I(P * ) , where the underlying graph is just a binary tree T * ≡ T (P * ) equipped with arrows denoting parent-child relationships. Equation (4) then follows as an example of a recursive factorization [e.g., Lauritzen (1996) , Theorem 3.27]. The fact that the conditional distributions in the factorization are of the same family follows from condition (C * ), and the reparameterization follows from condition (D * ).
For a random variable X associated with family F for which (A * )-(D * ) are satisfied, we will say that F allows a likelihood MRA with respect to θ. In considering the factorization in (4), note that the role of a wavelet coefficientfunction pair (ω j,k , ψ j,k ), in capturing detail lost between scales j + 1 and j in approximating f ∈ L 2 (R), is played here by the conditional density p(X ch(I),l |X I , ω I ), a natural form of expressing the information lost between the aggregations dictated by a partition P ≺ P * and its immediate predecessor.
2.2.
Characterization. The conditions of Theorem 1 may be used to characterize certain families F that allow a multiresolution analysis. We illustrate with the canonical case in which F is a one-parameter natural exponential family (NEF), that is,
with respect to some sigma-finite measure ν(·), for natural parameter η ∈ E ⊂ R. Specifically, we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Suppose that F is a (minimal and steep) one-parameter NEF. Then it follows that: (i) F allows a likelihood MRA with respect to the natural parameterization θ ≡ η if and only if F is the family of Gaussian distributions;
(
ii) F allows a likelihood MRA with respect to the mean parameterization θ ≡ µ(η) if and only if F is either the family of Gaussian distributions or the family of Poisson distributions.
Proof of Theorem 2 follows from the use of results in the literature on reproducibility and cuts. One begins by noting that the collection of NEFs F satisfying (C * ) must be contained within the collection of such F which do so in the case of i.i.d. random variables, that is, where η 0 = · · · = η N −1 ≡ η, for some η ∈ E. A characterization of this latter case, under a slight generalization of our own definition of reproducibility, is provided in Bar-Lev and Enis (1986) . Specifically, among various other results, these authors show that reproducibility implies that F must have a power variance function (PVF) and that there are only four NEF-PVF families. Examination of the cumulant generating function for these four families yields the candidate distributions under cases (i) and (ii) of the theorem. The result follows by confirming that the sum of independent random variables forms a cut for the joint distribution in the case of the Gaussian and Poisson families, hence satisfying condition (D * ), which is straightforward [e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen (1978) ].
Theorem 2 thus establishes formally a role for the Gaussian and Poisson distributions in our class of multiscale probability models. These models have been derived from first principles in previous work [e.g., Kolaczyk (1999a) , Timmermann and Nowak (1999) and Nowak (1999) ]. Similarly, a moment's thought reveals that the factorization in (4) holds as well for the case in which X follows a multinomial distribution, given the appearance of that distribution when conditioning a vector of independent Poisson random variables on their total (i.e., X I 00 ). In fact, it can be shown using results from the literature on cuts for discrete NEFs [e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen (1978) or, alternatively, the work of Joshi and Patil (1970) ], that (4) holds for all members of the class of sum-symmetric power series distributions (SSPSD), that is, where X has probability mass function of the form
where the generating function g(·) depends on θ only through θ 0 +· · ·+θ N −1 . The Poisson and multinomial families are two members of this class, with the former being the unique member for which the components of X are uncorrelated. Hence, this result also indicates that the statistical independence assumed in condition (B * ), while sufficient, is not necessary for the result of Theorem 1.
To what degree these results may be extended remains an open question. The above discussion suggests that extensions are unlikely without significant relaxation of conditions (A * )-(D * ). While such extensions potentially could be interesting, for example, in the event that they may necessarily parallel certain aspects of the "second generation" [Sweldens (1998) ] extensions of the classical MRA underlying conditions (A)-(C), it is not clear whether they would lead to methods of practical interest.
proofs in Section 5, we will again make use of the function θ(·) underlying θ [although the role of X(·) will remain implicit through X].
Let Θ be a generic function space to be defined later, such as the space of functions of bounded variation or a Besov space. We define our three models as follows.
(G) Gaussian model. Let θ ∈ Θ, and define θ i = N I i θ(t) dt to be the average of θ over I i . Sample the X i independently as X i |θ i ∼ Gaussian(θ i , σ 2 ), where σ 2 is assumed fixed and known.
The multiscale components in (4) then take the form
The coarse scale component takes the form X I 00 | θ I 00 ∼ Gaussian(θ I 00 , N I 00 σ 2 ).
with ω I = θ ch(I),l /θ I , while the coarse scale component takes the form X I 00 |θ I 00 ∼ Poisson(θ I 00 ).
with ω I = θ ch(I),l /θ I , as in the Poisson model, but the coarse scale component is now a point mass at n.
Model (G) is just the Gaussian "signal-plus-noise" model with averagesampling of the underlying function θ(·), while model (P) is the Poisson analogue. Model (M) can be viewed as a discretized density estimation model, where a sample of size n from the density θ is implicit. The criterion that N be such that n ∼ N in this model may be satisfied, for example, by selecting N to be the smallest power of 2 greater than or equal to n. This choice aids in producing computationally efficient implementations of the estimators defined in the next section, and has been found to work well in practice. The fact that the Poisson and multinomial models share the same multiscale components follows from the shared properties of the SSPSD class of distributional families, as explained above.
3.1. Complexity penalized estimators. The construction underlying the multiscale factorization in (4) involves intimate connections between factorizations, partitions and orthonormal bases, the exploitation of which is important for the creation of adaptive estimators and efficient algorithms for their calculation. That the factorization is closely linked to recursive partitioning is clear (i.e., through P * ). However, through the latter, the former is also linked to a certain class of wavelet bases. To see this it is enough to note that, in the construction of any given C-RP P * , the splitting of each parent interval I into its two children can be associated with a function h I , as defined in (3). This function is a generalization of the dyadic Haar function h j,k defined earlier and the collection of all such h I , for I ∈ I NT (P * ), along with a single scale function on the full interval [0, 1), are an example of what Girardi and Sweldens (1997) term an "unbalanced" Haar basis (UHB).
The multiscale coefficients ω I in model (G) actually are proportional to the UHB coefficients θ, h I , differing only by their constants c I and c ′ I . Therefore, in particular, ω I = 0 if and only if θ, h I = 0. On the other hand, in models (P) and (M) the ω I arise as ratios of (left) child to parent sums of the appropriate components of θ. However, these ratios can be expressed as simple functions of the corresponding Haar coefficients, that is,
Note that ω I = N ch(I),l /N I ≡ ρ I if and only if θ, h I = 0. The value of ρ I is the ratio of the (discrete) lengths of the interval I and its (left) child, and indicates homogeneity (smoothness) in θ at the scale and position of I, just as ω I = 0 does in the Gaussian-wavelet case.
Hence the well-known exploitation of "sparseness" associated with wavelet expansions in Gaussian denoising problems also carries over to the Poisson and multinomial models, in that a piecewise-homogeneous vector θ will have a large proportion of its ω I equal to the corresponding ρ I . This point suggests the promise of extensions of "keep-or-kill" thresholding algorithms to models (P) and (M), in which individual multiscale parameters ω I are either set to their empirical value X ch(I),l /X I (i.e., "keep") or to the default value ρ I (i.e., "kill"), as determined by whether a certain criterion function exceeds a threshold or not. In addition, in analogy to the results of Donoho (1997) , in which the equivalence of a certain form of CART [Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984) ] and algorithms based on constrained thresholding of appropriately defined Haar expansions are detailed, one might instead choose to base an estimator upon some optimal choice of recursive partition P among all such partitions P P * , for some fixed choice of C-RP P * . For example, the complete recursive dyadic partition P * Dy is a natural choice. Lastly, if one were to consider searching only with respect to a given C-RP P * to be too constraining, a natural extension is to the entire library L of all (N − 1)! possible C-RP's P * of the interval [0, 1).
We therefore consider here estimators of thresholding, recursive dyadic partitioning and (general) recursive partitioning types, generically for each of our three models (G), (P) and (M). In the remaining sections we present results regarding the risk properties of certain simple versions of these types of estimators. Formally, we express the estimators in the form
where "nontrivial" means nonzero in the Gaussian case and not equal to ρ I in the Poisson and multinomial cases, λ is a penalty factor to be defined later (e.g., Theorem 4) and Γ is the space of possible values for a given estimator, defined as follows:
2. recursive dyadic partitioning (RDP),
3. recursive partitioning (RP),
In the definition of our spaces Γ in (9)-(11), which we have expressed in terms of the UHB functions (3) for simplicity and comparison [and recall I NT (P) is the set of all nonterminal intervals encountered in the construction of a recursive partition P], it is to be understood that the coefficient vectors β are constrained accordingly in each of the models (G), (P) and (M). That is, while there are no constraints in model (G), positivity of θ ′ is required in model (P), and both positivity and unit summability in model (M). These latter two sets of constraints are enforced naturally in actual computations by virtue of working in the reparameterization (θ ′ I 00 , ω ′ I ). Hence the multiscale reparameterizations are important not only algorithmically, through their role in the decoupling of terms in (4), but also mathematically in enforcing original constraints on θ ′ in a natural manner. Concerning the optimization in (7), by comparing the factorized form of the likelihood in (4) with the summability of the penalty in the same multiscale indexing in (8), it is not difficult to see that the estimatorθ T is equivalent to performing a set of independent generalized likelihood ratio tests for each I ∈ I NT (P * Dy ). (Note that our choice of P * = P * Dy here is arbitrary and made for convenience.) For model (G), since the log-likelihood is simply a sum of squares, this is in fact penalized least-squares with a counting penalty, which reduces to so-called hard-thresholding. On the other hand, for models (P) and (M) the index set I for the optimal estimateθ T corresponds to those indices I for which the null hypothesis H I : ω I = ρ I , with respect to the local binomial likelihood functions. The estimatorθ RDP is the analogue of the penalized least-squares estimator defined in Donoho (1997) , wherein it is noted that recursive dyadic partitioning estimators like this are in fact thresholding estimators with hereditary constraints placed on which components may be "kept" or "killed" (i.e., resulting from the requirement that the partitioning be recursive). Finally, the estimatorθ RP is an extension of this framework and reasoning to the larger space L.
On a final note, we mention that all three of the estimators defined above may be computed in a computationally efficient manner, as summarized in the following.
Theorem 3. For models (G), (P) and (M), the following hold:
(i)θ T may be computed using an O(N ) thresholding procedure; (ii)θ RDP may be computed using an O(N ) optimal tree pruning algorithm;
(iii)θ RP may be computed using an O(N 3 ) dynamic programming algorithm.
Proof of the theorem may be found in the Appendix.
4. Risk analysis. We state briefly in this section the main results deriving from a risk analysis for the estimatorsθ T ,θ RDP andθ RP under the models (G), (P) and (M). In this section and the remainder of the paper, we will use x to denote an arbitrary element from the range of the random variable X. We will measure the loss associated with estimating θ byθ in terms of the (squared) Hellinger distance between the corresponding densities, that is,
where ν is the dominating measure. The risk will be defined then as
, where the expectation is with respect to θ. We assign properties to the values of the true θ through properties of the function θ(·) from which it was sampled. Given the role of Haar-like functions in our framework, a natural space Θ to consider is a ball Θ = BV(C) of functions of bounded variation, that is, for which
We then have the following result regarding upper bounds on the risk. Proof of this result and all others given in this section can be found in Section 5. Note that the performances of the estimators are bounded identically for the three models. A minor variation in the overall proof leads to risk statements similar to those of Theorem 4 when loss functions of squared-error type are used.
Corollary 1. The same upper bounds hold when risk is measured for the models (G), (P) and (M) as
As mentioned in the Introduction, two key properties of wavelet-based thresholding estimators are their near-optimal risk behavior and their adaptivity. To establish near-optimality of our multiscale estimators we need the following lower bound on the minimax risk. Hence, in particular, combining the upper and lower bounds in Theorems 4 and 5, we obtain that the estimatorsθ T andθ RP come within the same logarithmic factor of minimax risk, while the estimatorθ RDP comes within the square of that factor, for each of the models (G), (P) and (M).
Adaptivity of our estimators then follows from the fact that similar nearoptimality statements hold in other spaces of varying smoothness, despite the fact that the estimators have no a priori knowledge of which space(s) contains θ(·). For example, for an appropriately defined range of Besov spaces B ξ p,q we have the following.
is a Besov space, with 0 < ξ < 1 and 1 ≤ p < ∞ such that 1/p < ξ + 1/2, and q > 0. Then the conclusions of Theorems 4 and 5, as well as Corollary 1, hold with the exponent 2/3 replaced by 2ξ/(2ξ + 1).
In summary, the results of this section describe, for smoothness classes appropriate to Haar-like bases, how all three of our multiscale complexity penalized likelihood estimators exhibit the same sort of adaptivity and nearoptimality properties as classical wavelet-based models-but simultaneously for certain continuous, count and categorical data types. As the proofs in the next section demonstrate, this success is due primarily to (i) the role of Haar-like multiresolution structures in our framework and (ii) the ability to decouple the information in the data through likelihood factorizations that mirror these structures. Extensions of these results to classes of smoother objects (e.g., Besov spaces with ξ > 1) would seem to require wavelets smoother than those in a Haar basis. However, achieving similar likelihood factorizations in this context is a much more difficult problem, and one for which it seems unrealistic to expect the type of complete multiscale decoupling of information in data and parameters inherent in (4).
Proof of main results. We establish proofs of the results in Section 4
here. Although the case of model (G) could be handled using arguments from the existing literature on wavelets and Gaussian noise models, such arguments do not immediately extend to the cases of models (P) and (M). Hence, since our interest is in part to illustrate how all three models may be handled in a unified fashion, we introduce a generally applicable result in Section 5.1. The results for model (G), within this general framework, are then presented in Section 5.2, while the results for models (P) and (M) follow in Section 5.3.
5.1.
A fundamental risk bound. Our proof of Theorem 4, and hence the near-optimality of our estimators, rests primarily upon a fundamental upper bound on the expected (squared) Hellinger distance. The form of this bound is much like those in Barron, Birgé and Massart (1999) . However, whereas the proof of their (quite general) bounds relies on recent advances in isoperimetric inequalities and a great deal of careful technical work, our own bounds adapt recent arguments of Li (1999) and Li and Barron (2000) for mixture-based density estimation which, in particular, rely on the discretization (quantization) of the space Γ of estimates [in the spirit of earlier work by Barron and Cover (1991) ] to produce a relatively simple proof, applicable to all three models under consideration here.
Let H 2 (p θ (1) , p θ (2) ) be the (squared) Hellinger distance between two densities p(x|θ (1) ) and p(x|θ (2) ), as introduced earlier. Additionally, define the Kullback-Leibler divergence between these densities as
The following theorem bounds the expected (squared) Hellinger distance in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Theorem 7. Let Γ N be a finite collection of estimators θ ′ for θ, and pen(·) a function on Γ N satisfying the condition
Letθ be a penalized maximum likelihood estimator of the form
Proof. The proof uses the same key ideas as found in Li (1999) and Li and Barron (2000) . Begin by noting that
where ν is the dominating measure. Taking the expectation with respect to X, we then have
, whereθ is the argument that minimizes the right-hand side of the expression in (17), which is simply the theoretical analogue ofθ. However, the last expression above may be broken into two pieces, being equal to
Noting that the expression in (19) is just the right-hand side of (17), the rest of the proof entails showing that the expression in (20) is bounded above by zero. Specifically, applying Jensen's inequality we have the upper bound 2 log E e
The integrand in the expectation in (21) can be upper bounded by
which, since θ ′ does not depend on X, produces the following upper bound for (20): 2 log
in the denominator can be rewritten as an expectation with respect to the distribution of X through multiplication by p(x|θ)/p(x|θ). However, this yields the same expectation as appears in the numerator of each term in (23), and hence (23) is equal to 2 log θ ′ ∈Γ N e − pen(θ ′ ) . This and the condition in (15) yield that (23) is bounded by zero.
The result of Theorem 7 holds quite generally, and in particular for each of the densities of models (G), (P) and (M). Use of this bound for statements regarding the estimatorsθ T ,θ RDP andθ RP requires that the inequality in (15) holds, for which it is sufficient to establish the following. (24) for γ ≥ 3/2 and N ≥ 3.
Proof. Begin by writing Γ
N , where Γ 
which is bounded by 1 under the conditions given.
In the cases ofθ T andθ RP , the number of nontrivial ω I defining the penalty in (8) is in fact the same as the penalty in the statement of the lemma. The spaces Γ T and Γ RP , with appropriate discretization (to be defined below), are equivalent to Γ N . For the case ofθ RDP , it is enough to note the inclusion Γ RDP ⊂ Γ RP .
The Gaussian case.
Proof of Theorem 4-model (G). Assume without loss of generality that σ ≡ 1. Using inequality (17) and the fact that the Kullback-Leibler divergence in the Gaussian case is simply proportional to a (squared) ℓ 2 -norm, we have that
The minimization in (25) essentially seeks an optimal balancing of bias and variance terms, respectively. We will bound this quantity by bounding the bias term over Γ N , for each fixed d, and then optimizing our resulting overall bound in d. In producing a bound on the bias, the following result from Donoho (1993) is central. 
Lemma 2. Let θ(·) ∈ BV. Defineθ(·) to be the best d-term approximant to θ(·) in the dyadic Haar basis for
The first term on the right-hand side is a measure of approximation error in ℓ 2 (N ), which may be bounded by the corresponding L 2 approximation error by exploiting the piecewise constant nature of the Haar basis and our use of average sampling. Specifically, let h j,k (i) be the (j, k)th Haar function on the discrete space {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, as defined in Section 2, and let h c j,k (t) be its analogue on the interval [0, 1]. Then it follows that θ, h j,k ℓ 2 = N 1/2 θ, h c j,k L 2 and therefore
where J N is the set of (j, k) with j = 0, 1, . . . , J − 1 and k = 0, 1, . . . , 2 j − 1. However, the last term in (27) is bounded by a similar sum over all (j, k), which in turn is equal to the (squared) L 2 approximation error θ −θ 2 
which is minimized for d ∼ (N/ log N ) 1/3 . Substitution then yields the result that R(θ, θ) is bounded by a quantity of order O((log N/N ) 2/3 ). A similar argument holds for estimation via recursive dyadic partitioning (RDP), where #(θ) instead behaves like d log N , yielding the bound O((log 2 e (N )/N ) 2/3 ).
Proof of Corollary 1-model (G).
Proof of this corollary, for all three models, is inherent in the proof of Theorem 7. Specifically, following Li (1999) , define the "affinity" between two densities p and q as A(p, q) ≡ (p(x)q(x)) 1/2 ν(x). Then (18) can be rewritten as
and therefore Theorem 7 equivalently can be viewed as a bound on minus twice the log-affinity and related quantities thereof. For example, under independent sampling we have that
, and a short calculation shows that for model (G) −2 log A(p θ i , pθ
Proof of Theorem 5-model (G). In the Gaussian case this follows from standard arguments, as have been used for analogous statements for wavelet-based estimators with the Gaussian signal-plus-noise model. See Donoho (1993) , for example. The approach is based on the so-called method of hyperrectangles of Donoho, Liu and MacGibbon (1990) . That is, one defines an object
where the choice of ∆ j ∝ 2 −3j/2 is made to produce a hypercube "just barely" in our BV ball Θ = BV(C), and j = j * is chosen to satisfy the constraint 2 3j/2 ∼ N 1/2 so as to produce the hardest possible estimation problem on such hyperrectangles. Because the ℓ 2 risk for estimating objects in H j is simply the sum of the ℓ 2 risks for estimating the individual β j,k in this setting, and because this latter can be bounded below by 2 j * ε 2 , where ε ∝ N −1/2 is the noise level, the lower bound of N −2/3 on the minimax risk follows.
Proof of Theorem 6-model (G). The analogue of Theorem 4 in this context is proven simply by modifying the statement of Lemma 2 accordingly. That is, for Besov spaces in the range specified, the best d-term approximant in the dyadic Haar basis for
. See DeVore (1998), for example. The effect of this change is to change the lead term in (28) 
), and the cross-term similarly, from which the upper bounds follow. Corollary 1 then follows as before. Finally, proof of Theorem 5 follows as in the case of BV, but with the appropriate changes made to the definition of ∆ and j * .
The Poisson and multinomial cases.
Proof of Theorem 4-models (P) and (M). As remarked previously, the bound in Theorem 7 holds for these two models as well. However, the Kullback-Leibler divergence in these cases is not equivalent to an ℓ 2 -norm. Nevertheless, we may pursue a strategy similar to that in the Gaussian case by bounding the size of the Kullback-Leibler term when evaluated at a particular estimate relating to an optimal nonlinear Haar approximant associated with the function θ(·).
Begin with model (P). Letθ(·) be the best d-term nonlinear approximant to θ(·), in the sense of Lemma 2, and defineθ i = N I iθ (t) dt through averagesampling. Now the condition that the function θ(·) ∈ [c, C] and the use of average-sampling ensure that for the elements of θ we have θ i ∈ [c, C] as well. However, we also have thatθ i ∈ [c, C]. This results from the fact that theθ i derive from average-sampling the functionθ(·), and this latter has a range restricted to [c, C] . This last statement follows from noting that, by definition of minimizing θ − f L 2 (0,1) in a Haar basis, the functionθ equivalently is defined by a set of characteristic functions on some dyadic subintervals I that partition [0, 1] and associated constants α I = |I| −1 I θ(t) dt. The α I clearly are bounded by c and C.
Continuing, letθ ′ ≡ [θ] be the result of quantizing the elements ofθ to the set D N [c, C]. Then the Kullback-Leibler divergence may be bounded as
where the first inequality follows from log(z) ≤ z − 1 and the second follows from the fact thatθ
The inequality in (31) leaves us in essentially the same position with which we started in the Gaussian case. Hence, arguing in an entirely analogous fashion we are led to the same inequality as in (28), and the result of Theorem 4 is proven for model (P).
The argument for model (M) is similar in structure to that for model (P), but differs with respect to certain important technical details, deriving from the fact thatθ ′ must be both positive and sum to 1. Specifically, we begin by writing θ(t) = 1 + (θ(t) − 1) ≡ 1 + g(t). Then, letg(·) be the best d-piece nonlinear Haar approximant to g(·).
Next note that the Haar scale coefficient of g(·) at j = 0 is zero, from which it follows that that scale coefficient will be zero forg(·) as well, and therefore the latter is defined purely in terms of d nonzero wavelet coefficients. Since the wavelets have zero integral, definingθ(t) ≡ 1 +g(t) results in an approximant to θ that integrates to 1. Henceθ(·) will be a proper density if it is nonnegative. However, an argument similar to that of the Poisson case can be used to show that g ∈ (c − 1, C − 1) implies the same forg(·), from which it follows thatθ ∈ (c, C).
Defineθ through integration (i.e., not average-sampling) viaθ i ≡ I iθ (t) dt and note thatθ will be a proper probability mass function on the set {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, with elementsθ i bounded below by c/N . It remains for us to quantizeθ in such a manner as to preserve this property, which we accomplish by working instead with Nθ. Noting that Nθ i ∈ [c, C] ∀ i, we quantize each of these elements away from zero in the positive (i.e., toward +∞) direction on D N [c, C]. Similar to the Gaussian and Poisson cases, this means that
Division of [Nθ] by N would produce an object on the same scale asθ, with components in [c, C], but it would no longer be a proper probability mass function because our method of quantization leads to an inflation of the overall mass by the amount µ ≡ −N + in (32). Similar to the previous cases, this may be bounded by terms involving approximation error, discretization (quantization) error and a cross term, using the triangle inequality. Noting that the use of simple integration (as opposed to average-sampling) here leads to the alternative relation θ, h j,k ℓ 2 = N −1/2 θ, h c j,k L 2 between the discrete and continuous Haar coefficients, we find that the quantity N θ −θ 2 ℓ 2 may be bounded above by θ −θ 2
, and so the discretization error is again O(N −1 ). Therefore, an inequality like that in (28) holds, and the result of Theorem 4 is proven for model (M).
Note that, as a consequence of our argument, the condition n ∼ N arises in a natural manner. The interpretation of this condition is, viewed from the context of density estimation, that the number of total possible bins N should be chosen on the order of the number of samples n. The underlying algorithms will choose an optimal number less than or equal to n (in fact, likely much less), due to the fact that the case N > n assures that there will be empty bins and these will be aggregated over.
Proof of Corollary 1-models (P) and (M). Model (P) involves independent sampling, and thus it suffices to note that a short calculation produces the expression −2 log A(p θ i , pθ 
The right-hand side of the above equation is itself an affinity to the power n, since both θ andθ sum to 1. Therefore minus twice the logarithm of this quantity is an upper bound on n times the (squared) Hellinger distance between these two vectors.
Proof of Theorem 5-models (P) and (M). Our argument here is in the spirit of the method of orthogonal hyperrectangles outlined in the Gaussian case, but with a number of technical differences. Consider the Poisson case first and begin by noting that it is not difficult to show that the constraint θ(·), θ ′ (·) ∈ [c, C] implies that the Kullback-Leibler divergence and (squared) Hellinger distance between densities corresponding to θ and θ ′ are within a constant factor of each other, where the constant is a function of c and C. Hence it suffices to provide a lower bound on the quantity
Because the Kullback-Leibler divergence is simply an expected log-likelihood ratio, and the Poisson model has a multiscale likelihood factorization involving binomial conditional probabilities, we find (adopting a dyadic analysis and ignoring the coarsest scale term) that
Next, define a hypercube (actually we use just the boundary or shell) in ω-space in analogy to that in (30) by specifying (i) θ 0,0 is fixed and known, (ii) ω j,k ≡ 1/2 ∀ j = j * , and (iii) ω j,k = 1/2 + s k ∆ for j = j * , where s k = ±1 is an unknown sign and ∆ ≡ ∆(j * ) ∈ (0, 1/2) is a perturbation of known magnitude. Then, for this particular subproblem, estimation of θ reduces to estimation of the s k . Since, for appropriately defined values of j * and ∆, our hypercube will be contained within the set of θ induced by our function space Θ = BV(C), it follows using (34) that
lower-bounds the quantity in (33), where
However, the optimization problem inf sup r(ŝ, s) is equivalent to a standard decision problem with binomial observations, a two-point action space, and 0/1 loss. Therefore, restricting attention to estimators of the form s = ±1 we find that the expression for r(ŝ, s) can be simplified to 2∆ log 1/2 + ∆ 1/2 − ∆ Pr(ŝ = s).
Neyman-Pearson theory then yields that each individual probability Pr(ŝ k = s k ) is minimized by the estimatorŝ k = sgn(X j * +1,2k − X j * +1,2k+1 ), and therefore approximately equal to
for sufficiently large θ j * +1,2k and θ j * +1,2k+1 , where Z is a standard normal random variable. Note that by construction of our hypercube the value p * is the same for all k.
Finally, we address the issue of choice of ∆ and j * . First note that functions within our hypercube are simply piecewise constant functions of a fixed magnitude. Recalling the definition of the θ j,k by average-sampling and the relation θ j+1,2k = θ j,k ω j,k , simple calculations yield that the height of any drop or rise in this function is simply proportional to 2∆ [where the constant of proportionality is due to 1 0 θ(t) dt, which may be arbitrarily set to 1]. With respect to the total variation seminorm defined in (13), this implies that for such functions to be in the space BV(C) we must have ∆ ≤ (C/4)2 −j * . Next, analogous to the Gaussian case, we choose j * to satisfy the constraint 2 3j/2 = (C/2)N 1/2 . This choice can be motivated, for example, by selecting that value of j for which the signal-to-noise ratio in the empirical Haar coefficients X, h j,k is 1.
Combining the expressions in (35), (37) and (38), and exploiting the fact that the θ j * ,k are equal for all k, we find that our lower bound on the minimax risk in (33) behaves like
To complete our proof, we note that the argument of the probability in (38) is in fact the Haar coefficient signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., the ratio of the expected value to the standard deviation), and hence p * ≈ Pr(Z < −1) may be treated as a constant in (39). Additionally, since θ j,k = θ 0,0 /2 j and θ 0,0 = N 1 0 θ(t) dt, it follows that 2 j * N θ j * ,0 reduces to a constant. Lastly, a Taylor series expansion shows that the term within brackets behaves like 8∆ 2 . From our definition of ∆ and choice of j * it follows that ∆ ∼ N −1/3 , from which the minimax lower bound rate of N −2/3 stated in the theorem follows.
For the multinomial case, the proof proceeds in an almost identical manner. As the multinomial likelihood too has a multiscale likelihood factorization with binomial conditional probabilities, the expression in (34) holds in this case as well, although with θ j,k replaced by nθ j,k . The hypercube is defined as before, but with θ 0,0 ≡ 1 by virtue of θ(·) being a density, and the same underlying decision problem and optimal solution result. The discussion leading to our choice of ∆ remains unchanged, and the constraint of 2 3j/2 ∼ N 1/2 (with appropriately defined constants) again renders p * a constant. Finally, the quantity to the left of the bracketed expression in (39) now is (2 j * /N ) nθ j * ,0 , which is approximately 1 by the defining condition n ∼ N in our specification of model (M). The rest of the argument is identical to that of the Poisson case.
Proof of Theorem 6-models (P) and (M). As the proof of Theorem 4 for models (P) and (M) exploited the L 2 approximation error properties of optimal nonlinear Haar approximants in a manner analogous to that of model (G), proof of Theorem 6 and the other results for these models follow using precisely the same modifications described earlier for model (G).
6. Discussion. In this paper we lay a succinct conceptual foundation for the existence of certain multiscale likelihood factorizations. We also establish adaptivity and near-optimality of certain multiscale complexity penalized likelihood estimators, based on these factorizations, through study of their risk behavior. A key feature of our formulation and analysis is that canonical models of continuous, count and categorical data-Gaussian, Poisson and multinomial-are handled with common estimators, algorithms and risk analysis. The properties of our estimators derive essentially from their ability to exploit the fact that the decoupling inherent in the underlying multiscale factorizations for these models mirrors the decomposition deriving from an associated Haar basis.
In a sense this paper can be viewed also as providing some degree of explanation of and justification for the performance of other earlier work by the authors and colleagues with multiscale factorizations in specific methodological contexts, such as the analysis of Poisson time series [Kolaczyk (1999a, b) ] and images [Timmermann and Nowak (1999) ], Poisson linear inverse problems [Nowak and Kolaczyk (2000) ] and the spatial analysis of continuous and count data in geography [Kolaczyk and Huang (2001) ]. The multiscale likelihood approach analyzed here, based on average-sampling of the continuous object, fits quite naturally in many imaging applications in which the instrumentation involves spatially binning photon detections and a Poisson model. Similar comments apply in histogram and density estimation contexts involving binned data and the multinomial model. Moreover, it is in contexts like that of this last paper that some particularly interesting aspects of the flexibility of the multiscale likelihood framework come to light.
For example, in the geographical analysis of census data the notion of "multiscale" might arise through a desire to consider the effects of various levels of geopolitical aggregation (e.g., towns, counties, states) on, say, changes in population dynamics between two decennial censuses. A spatial-temporal analysis of this type may be set up and executed using a framework completely analogous to that underlying the recursive dyadic partitioning estimator considered in this paper. See Kolaczyk and Huang (2001) for details.
Lastly, we include two comments regarding details in our method of proof for risk analysis. First, we note the role that our adaptation of results of Li (1999) and Li and Barron (2000) plays in our derivation of upper bounds for the risk. The bound presented in Theorem 7 is quite general, and our subsequent usage of that bound suggests its usefulness in other problems of complexity penalized likelihood estimation in the nonparametric context. Second, we point out that, while our proof of the upper bounds on the risk (i.e., Theorem 4) does not explicitly use the decoupled structure of our likelihood factorizations, this structure does play a key role in our adaptation of the method of hyperrectangles for providing lower bounds on the risk (i.e., Theorem 5) in the Poisson and multinomial cases, wherein Kullback-Leibler divergences are simply ℓ 2 risks in the standard Gaussian sequence model.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 3. By virtue of the likelihood factorization (4), and the additivity of penalty function (8) in the multiscale indexing I ∈ I NT (P * ), for all three estimators (9), (10) and (11) the objective function to be optimized in (7) is simply of the form I∈I NT (P * ) W I , where the W I are functions of the data X and parameters θ. In particular, for each estimator there is at each I a choice being made between H I plus a penalty in the amount of 2λ.
In the case of thresholding, determining the value for W I for each I corresponds to performing N independent generalized likelihood ratio tests, and hence is of O(N ) algorithmic complexity trivially.
The case of recursive dyadic partition estimators follows arguments parallel to those in Donoho (1997) . Specifically, any RDP of [0, 1) can be matched in one-to-one correspondence with a dyadic Haar basis in which there is a "hereditary" constraint on which coefficients are "kept" and which are "killed." That is, if a coefficient is to be kept, all of its ancestors must be kept as well; conversely, if a coefficient is killed, all of its descendents are killed as well. Hence, searching for an optimal RDP, sayP P * Dy , is equivalent to a type of constrained thresholding. The constraint may be enforced by recursively moving from fine scales to coarse, and at each interval I j,k choosing the optimal subpartitionP(I j,k ) on I j,k to be either (i) the union of the optimal subpartitionsP(I j+1,2k ) andP(I j+1,2k+1 ) on the children of I j,k or (ii) the trivial subpartition in which I j,k is partitioned no further. These decisions are based on the same type of generalized likelihood ratio tests underlying the thresholding estimators, indexed in the I j,k ∈ I NT (P * Dy ). Therefore, this is the same as the optimal pruning algorithm for CART, which requires on the order of N operations [Donoho (1997) and Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984) unique parent-child pairs. By exploiting both this redundancy and the inheritance property underlying the RDP case, an efficient dynamic programming algorithm can be obtained. Here, however, the end result of the algorithm is not only an optimal partitionP, but an accompanying C-RP P * (P) as well.
Beginning with intervals I of cardinality N I = 2, and working recursively over N I = 3, 4, . . . , one can compute W I under both hypotheses H (0) I and H
(1) I , and pass the optimal decision (i.e., partition or not) for each interval "upward" (i.e., toward the coarsest interval [0, 1)). That is, for a given interval I of length N I = m [which may or may not appear in the definition of the final C-RP P * (P)], we determine and record the optimal subpartition P(I) on I and the associated optimal sub-C-RP P * (P(I)), and we record the complexity value I ′ ∈I NT (P * (P(I))
This optimal (sub)partition and its complexity value can be found via a maximization over O(m) terms involving the corresponding optimal subpartitions and complexity values determined previously for each of the m − 1 pairs of possible children of I. The maximization over all possible blocks in all possible C-RPs therefore requires roughly N 3 /6 comparisons. Once we reach the top, we are left withP and P * (P).
